
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Curriculum Spotlight 

Focus Texts:   
The Jar of Happiness, The Heart and the Bottle 
Place & Time 

Geography GKS1.5a.ii, GKS1.5c 

History HKS1.1c 

Citizenship & Ethics 

PSHE: Family and Friends 

Arts & Creativities 

Art: Drawing 

Music: Musicianship 

D&T: DTKS1.5a, DTKS1.5a, 

Physical & Emotional Health 

PE: Cognitive: dynamic balance-on a line; static 

balance- stance 

Dance 

Faith & Belief 

RE: Judaism 

Language, Literacy and Oracy 

Writing: Reports. Narrative, Poetry 

Grammar:  

Science & Technology 

Science: SY2.3b, SY2.3c 

Computing: not specified 

Values RESPECT | EMPATHY | TRUST | GRATITUDE 

Overview In this unit, children will come understand the different ways the word 
‘love’ is used, asking their own questions about its nature and importance. Through a 
historical study on the Beatles, children will learn about significant people and events 
in national history within living memory specifically looking at how they influenced 
music, fame and technology. Children will compare their lives and their experiences 
with that of their relatives who were alive at that time. Children will have a daily 
‘minute of listening’ to become familiar with music of the period. Children will learn 
several songs to perform as part of a recorded album and have an explicit focus on 
developing musicianship skills throughout the unit.  

Engagement Topic launch- Children will be invited to dress up in Sixties/Beatles Day 
where they will be immersed in the music of the Beatles and the Sixties. A live band 
will be invited in to perform to the children.  

Celebration Parents will be invited to the year group’s ‘Woodstock’ event where 
children will perform their Sixties inspired music and model their Sixties fashion 
pieces. Children will be involved in preparations for the afternoon, making album 
covers, food and refreshments.  
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Values RESPECT | EMPATHY | COURAGE 

Overview In this unit, children will learn about the nature of invasion and 

develop their empathic understanding. They will craft insightful texts that 
demonstrate their awareness of different point of views. They will explore 
the values of respect and empathy through considering the impact of 
Columbus’ sailors’ arrival on far-away lands from the perspectives of the 
native islanders. Children could also explore the fears and courage involved 
in embarking on a sea journey. 

Engagement Invading another classroom; active storytelling the life of 

Columbus; Colonialism – does the land ‘belong’ to anyone? Power – does 
power corrupt people? Pirate/Adventurers day, where children dress up as 
their favourite explorer giving rich opportunities for role-play, drama and 
oracy focus. 

Celebration Delivering drama speech performances to children and 

parents, showing video reports. 

 

What is happiness? 

 

Habits of Mind 

Beautiful learning (Fashion, song, art responses), cooperative learning tasks, Woodstock 

Festival. 

Oracy & Dialogue 

Home Learning Presentation, Singing, Philosophy for Children ‘give peace a chance’, 

speeches and performance poetry. 

Playful Enquiry 

Pretence: Sixties day, musical performing, making an instrument, music lunch club, learning 

street independent and collaborative tasks. 

Educational Visits / Enrichment Day 

Sixties Launch Day 

Learning Street 
Reading area- song lyrics, fashion/photography books, topic related 
stories 
Role play- Carnaby Street- fashion design area, dressing up, Sixties 
music, shop role play 
Independent zone- research using QR codes and iPads 

Classroom Display 
Pop Art, working wall 

   

 



 

 

Subject 
Learning Journey 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

A
rt

s 
&

 C
re

at
iv

it
ie

s Art  

 
AKS1.1c Develop a wide 
range of art and design 

techniques in using 
colour, pattern, 

texture, shape, form 
and space. 

  

 
AKS1.1d The work of a 
range of artists, craft 

makers and designers, 
making links to their own 

work (Warhol). 

  

Music  

singing with a focus on 
pulse and rhythm 

(meets MSKS1. 1a) 

Exploring the meanings 
and emotions behind 

music 
(meets MSKS1. 1C) 

Recap pitch and 
introduce duration 

(MSKS1.1d) 

Experiment with, create, 
select and combine sounds 
using the Pulse and rhythm 

(MSKS1.1d) 

Experiment with, create, select 
and combine sounds adding 

pitch and duration (MSKS1.1d) 

Experiment with, create, 
select and combine sounds: 

Introduce dynamics and build 
into composed piece.  

(MSKS1.1d) 

MSKS1.1c Listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high quality live and recorded music. 

La
n

gu
ag

e,
 L

it
er

ac
y 

&
 O

ra
cy

 

Key Texts The Jar of Happiness The Heart and the Bottle Range of information texts at appropriate reading level 

Writing Structured poetry Stories with predictable language Non-chronological reports 

Spelling Adding –ing, – The /i:/ sound spelt –ey Contractions Adding –er, Adding –est 
The /aɪ/ sound spelt –y at the 

end of words 

Grammar Adjectives n/a Contractions Contractions Apostrophe for possession Subordination 

M
at

h
e

m
at

ic
s 

Maths 
Multiplication and 

Division 
Multiplication and 

Division 
Multiplication and 

Division 
Multiplication and Division Measurement (Time) 

Geometry (Properties of 
Shape) 

Sc
ie

n
ce

 

&
 

Te
ch

n
o

lo
gy

 Science  

Computing  CKS1.1d Use technology purposefully to create, organise, manipulative and retrieve digital content. 

P
la

ce
 

&
 

Ti
m

e Geography       

History 
HK1.1a Changes within living memory revealing aspects of change in national life. 

HK1.1c The lives of significant individuals that have contributed to national (The Beatles) achievements 
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PE 

Warm up: race walking 
Skill: on a line 

Skill application:  rock, 
paper, scissors 

Warm up: race walking 
Skill: on a line 

Skill application:  
balance circuit 

 

Warm up: race walking 
Skill: stance 

Skill application:  
balance circuit 

 
 

Warm up: line out 
Skill: stance 

Skill application:  balance 
transfer 

 
 

Warm up: line out 
Skill: stance 

Skill application:  develop 
stance combinations 

 
 

Warm up: line out 
Skill: stance 

Skill application:  balance 
transfer 

 
 

C
it

iz
en

sh
i

p
 &

 E
th

ic
s PSHE Healthy friendships Developing friendship skills Families and other special people 

Philosophy for 
Children 

      

Fa
it

h
 &

 
B

el
ie

f 

RE 

How important is it for 
Jewish people to do 

what God asks them to 
do? 

Why is food special? The Seder Meal The Seder Meal Jewish Visitor Reasons and Choices 

Topic Title: All you need is Love   Enquiry Question: What is Happiness?  

 Focus Texts: The Jar of Happiness, The Heart and the Bottle 



 

 

 

 

 

 

THEMES 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTCOMES 

 
Sixties wear for fashion show, song based on Beatles music: both to be showcased at ‘Woodstock’ 
 

VOCABULARY 

 
History: Beatles, Sixties, timeline, fashion, clothes, Carnaby Street, Woodstock Music Festival 

Art: vibrant, line, colour, pop art, Andy Warhol, pattern, colour, monochrome, design  

Music: compose, song, lyrics, pulse, rhythm, dynamics, pitch, emotion 

 

INTERDISCIPLINARY 

 
Writing- song lyrics, information posters about ‘Woodstock’ 

Oracy- Performing own songs 
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History Art Science 

POWER 

HEALTH 

CULTURE EUROPE CARIBBEAN 

PRIVILEGE 

 

 

Disciplinary 

 

PLACE 

 

 

Disciplinary 

 

PEOPLE 

 

 

Disciplinar

y 

 

RACISM COLONISATION 

DIET  



 

PROGRESSION ACROSS YEAR GROUPS:  

 

HISTORY  
 

year  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ART 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YEAR ONE KNOWLEDGE 
 

Declarative  
 To sequence pictures from different 

periods 
 To recognise some similarities and 

differences between the past and the 

present 

 To talk, write and draw about things 

from the past 

  To use words and phrases such as: old, 

new, earliest, latest, past, present, future, 

century, new, newest, old, oldest, modern, 

before, after to show the passing of time 

 

Disciplinary 

 To observe and use pictures, 

photographs and artefacts to find out 

about the past 

 To observe or handle evidence to ask 

simple questions about the past 

 

YEAR TWO KNOWLEDGE  
 

Declarative  
 To sequence pictures from different 

periods 
 To recognise some similarities and 

differences between the past and the 

present 

 To talk, write and draw about things 

from the past  

 To use words and phrases such as: old, 

new, earliest, latest, past, present, future, 

century, new, newest, old, oldest, modern, 

before, after to show the passing of time 

 

Disciplinary 

 To observe and use pictures, 

photographs and artefacts to find out 

about the past  

 To observe or handle evidence to ask 

simple questions about the past 

 

 

YEAR THREE KNOWLEDGE 
 

Declarative  

 To sequence several events, 
artefacts or historical figures on a 
timeline using dates, including 
those that are sometimes further 
apart, and terms related to the unit 
being studied and passing of time 

 To find out about the everyday 
lives of people in time studied 
compared with our life today 

  To describe connections and 
contrasts between aspects of 
history, people, events and 
artefacts studied 

 To start to present ideas based on their 
own research about a studied period 

 
Disciplinary 
 To look at more than two versions 

of the same event or story in 
history and identify differences 

 To begin to undertake their own 
research 
 

YEAR ONE KNOWLEDGE 

Declarative  

 To develop a wide range of art and 

design techniques in using colour, 

pattern, texture, shape, form and 

space. 

 To explore work of a range of 

artists, craft makers and designers, 

making links to their own work 

(Warhol). 

Disciplinary 

 To begin to apply the drawing skills 

to other art forms. 

YEAR TWO KNOWLEDGE  

Declarative  

 To develop a wide range of art and 

design techniques in using colour, 

pattern, texture, shape, form and 

space. 

 To explore work of a range of 

artists, craft makers and designers, 

making links to their own work 

(Warhol). 

Disciplinary 

 To begin to apply the drawing skills 

to other art forms. 

 

YEAR THREE KNOWLEDGE 

Declarative  

 To iimprove their mastery of art 

and design techniques, including 

drawing(puppet figures) with a 

range of materials 

 

Disciplinary 

 To develop independence when 

applying drawing skills to other art 

forms. 

 To begin using sketchbooks as a 

place to record ideas. 



 
 

 

SCIENCE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR ONE KNOWLEDGE 

  1.4a Observe changes across the 

four seasons. 

 1.4b Observe and describe weather 

associated with the seasons and 

how day length varies 

WS: Seasonal Change Investigation  

Observing closely, using simple 

equipment  

• Children explore the world around 

them. They make careful observations to 

support identification, comparison and 

noticing change. They use appropriate 

senses, aided by equipment such as 

magnifying glasses or digital 

microscopes, to make their 

observations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR TWO KNOWLEDGE  

 1.4a Observe changes across the 

four seasons. 

 1.4b Observe and describe weather 

associated with the seasons and 

how day length varies 

WS: Seasonal Change Investigation  

Observing closely, using simple 

equipment  

• Children explore the world around 

them. They make careful observations to 

support identification, comparison and 

noticing change. They use appropriate 

senses, aided by equipment such as 

magnifying glasses or digital 

microscopes, to make their 

observations.  

 • They begin to take measurements, 

initially by comparisons, then using non-

standard units 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR THREE KNOWLEDGE 

 4.5a Identify common appliances 

that run on electricity 

 4.5b Construct a simple series 

electrical circuit, identifying and 

naming its basic parts, including 

cells, wires, bulbs, switches and 

buzzers. 

 4.5c Identify whether or not a lamp 

will light in a simple series circuit, 

based on whether or not the lamp 

is part of a complete loop with a 

battery.  

 4.5d Recognise that a switch opens 

and closes a circuit and associate 

this with whether or not a lamp 

lights in a simple series circuit. 

 4.5e  Recognise some common 

conductors and insulators, and 

associate metals with being good 

conductors. 

 

WS:  REVIEW – conductors 

 

Using straightforward scientific evidence 

to answer questions or to support their 

findings.  

• Children answer their own and others’ 

questions based on observations they 

have made, measurements they have 

taken or information they have gained 

from secondary sources.  

Identifying differences, similarities or 

changes related to simple scientific ideas 

and processes  

• Children interpret their data to 

generate simple comparative statements 

based on their evidence.  

Using results to draw simple conclusions, 

make predictions for new values, suggest 

improvements and raise further 

questions 

 



SEQUENCE OF LEARNING 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 1  

Enquiry 
question 

How was fashion different in the 1960s? 

Key learning 
objectives 

Identify similarities and differences between ways of life in different periods. 

Success 
criteria 

Can the children identify features that relate to fashion in the 1960s? 

Vocabulary Fashion, flapper style, Mary Quant, kipper tie, monochrome, vivid 

Sequence - Gather a number of images of fashion from the fifties, sixties and seventies. Ask 
the children to sort them into groups, discussing what categories they are using to 
make their choice. 
- If children have not noticed any of the fashion features then select a typical fifties 
outfit. Can you find any that look like this? 
- Do the same with the sixties and seventies. Focus then on the sixties. Look at the 
shapes, colour and patterns – what are characteristic styles of the sixties? 
- Introduce Mary Quant. Show images of her clothes and her logo. Talk about why 
she was so influential. Can the children design their own outfit using Mary Quant’s 
style? 
- For the men a vivid image is that of Michael Fish’s kipper ties. Children could 
paint or use vivid oil pastels to produce their own designs on a cut-out tie. 

Outcome 
/Assessment 

Mary Quant outfit 
Kipper tie design  

Week 2 Begin designing and making clothing for the fashion show at Woodstock 

Enquiry 
question 

Who was David Bailey and why was he significant? 

Key learning 
objectives 

Ask and answer questions, choosing and using sources to show they understand 
key features 

Success 
criteria 

- Taking pictures in the style of David Bailey 
- Picking out characteristics of David Bailey pictures. 

Vocabulary Photograph, studio, pose, lighting, iconic, celebrity 

Sequence - Gather a series of David Bailey’s photographs for children to look at. Which ones 
do  
the children like and why?  
- Use children’s knowledge of photos and selfies? How are these different? Have 
any of the children had studio portraits taken? Again how are these the same or 
different?  
- Watch videos of images. Stop at points to look at light/pose/background.  
- Look at other images – are there any characteristic poses?  
- What sort of people was Bailey photographing? 
- What is a celebrity photographer? 
- Why might he still be important? 

Outcome 
/Assessment 

Children to take photos in the style of David Bailey 



 

 

Week 3 Continue creating clothes, begin learning songs 

Enquiry 
question 

What made The Beatles so special? 

Key learning 
objectives 

Ask and answer questions, choosing and using sources to show they understand 
key features. 

Success 
criteria 

Children to compare similarities and differences between musicians from different 
periods.  

Vocabulary Beatles, band, musician, Abbey Road, record 

Sequence Watch this film and learn one of the dances- 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETX03Zjtarc&t=25s 
- Compare Beatles music with music selected from 1950s and Focus on looking for 
similarities and difference.  
- Look at early images and memorabilia of the Beatles. Consider questions such as: 
What  impression do the children have of this?  
- Look at how images of The Beatles changed throughout the decade?  
- Discuss the following questions. How do images of The Beatles compare and 
contrast with pictures of performers in previous decades?  
How can The Beatles be compared to modern boy bands? 

Outcome/ 
Assessment 

Children to create album covers for a song from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s- what 
are the key differences? 

Week 4 Continue Woodstock preparation 

Enquiry 
question 

How did a hairdresser create a look for this period? 

Key 
learning 
objectives 

Understand some ways in which we find out about the past and identify different 
ways in which it is represented. 

Success 
criteria 

Can the children discuss what they think is significant from the talk by the 
hairdresser? 

Vocabulary Beehive, bob, mop top, Vidal Sassoon 

Sequence - Look first at the Beehive Style – what are the characteristics?  
- Look at images of ‘the bob’. How are they different?  
- Look at the mop top- are there any similarities with ‘female’ styles? 
- Listen to a hairdresser talk about different styles How hard or easy it is to create 
these looks? How would they achieve these styles? 
 

Outcome/ 
Assessment 

Children to create images of the three different hairstyles for a 1960s ‘beauty 
magazine’. Can they remember any of the tips from the hairdresser to add to their 
article? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETX03Zjtarc&t=25s


 

 

ASSESSMENT 
 

 Method of assessment S M 

History  End of unit tests 

 Children’s topic books 

 Responsive Teaching 
Journal Notes 

 Subject assessment 
sheets 

- Ordering events and 
fashions chronologically 
- Children able to talk about 
key features of the time 
- Use of topic specific 
vocabulary 
- Recall of key facts 

- Children making 
links between 
different sources. 
- Children able to 
refer to sources to 
articulate reasoning. 

 
Science 
 
Working 
scientifically 
 
Declarative 
knowledge 

 End of unit tests 

 Children’s topic books 

 Responsive Teaching 
Journal Notes 

Subject assessment sheets 

- Discussion of seasonal 
changes 
- Seasonal tree artwork and 
discussion 
- Weather investigations 

- Articulate WHY 
things happen 
- Testing own 
hypotheses  

 
 

RESOURCES 

 

Images of 1950s, 1960s, 1970s fashion and bands. Pop culture and key events 
images of David Bailey photography 

Music from different decades, videos of musical performances. Art resources for 
1960s fashions 
 
 
 
 

Week 5 Continue Woodstock preparation 

Enquiry 
question 

What were some key events of the 1960s? 

Key learning 
objectives 

Recognise that there are reasons why people in the past acted as they did. 

Success 
criteria 

Can the children explain which events were significant in the 1960s? 

Vocabulary Culture, civil rights, equality, diversity, happiness 

Sequence - Photo montage set to 60s music- Berlin Wall, Moon landing, World Cup, WWF 
formation, Dr Who first episode, Paris student protests, popular culture from the 
60s… 
- What do they remember? What stands out? 
-  

Outcome/ 
Assessment 

Children to create their own Sixties mood board 

Week 6 Final Woodstock Preparations- posters, signs, songs, fashion 
Woodstock event this week 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


